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Unsupervised activity extraction on long-term
video recordings employing soft computing
relations

Abstract. In this work we present a novel approach for activity extraction and knowledge discovery from video employing fuzzy relations. Spatial and temporal properties from detected mobile objects are modeled
with fuzzy relations. These can then be aggregated employing typical
soft-computing algebra. A clustering algorithm based on the transitive
closure calculation of the fuzzy relations allows finding spatio-temporal
patterns of activity. We present results obtained on videos corresponding to different sequences of apron monitoring in the Toulouse airport in
France.
Keywords: Video data mining, vision understanding, discovery in multimedia database, soft computing
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Introduction

Scene understanding corresponds to the real time process of perceiving, analysing
and elaborating an interpretation of a 3D dynamic scene observed through a
network of sensors (including cameras and microphones). This process consists
mainly in matching signal information coming from sensors observing the scene
with a large variety of models which humans are using to understand the scene.
Although activity models can be built by experts of the domain, this might be a
hard and time-consuming task depending on the application and the spectrum of
activities that may be observed. The challenge thus consists of discovering, in an
unsupervised manner, the significant activities observed from a video sequence.
Knowledge discovery systems (KDS) aim at helping the human operator on this
aspect. KDS systems have become a central part on many domains where data
is stored in a database, but little research has been only done in the field of
video data-mining. It must be said the task is particularly challenging because
of the difficulty in identifying the interesting patterns of activity in the video
due to noise, incomplete or uncertain information inherently present in the data.
Soft computing methodologies are particularly suitable for these tasks because
they provide the capability to process uncertain or vague information, as well
as a more natural framework to cope with linguistic terms and produce natural
language-like interpretable results. Fuzzy sets [16] are the corner stone of soft
computing together with other techniques such as neural networks and genetic
algorithms. The relation between different existing fuzzy sets can be graded with
the use of fuzzy relations [17]. Various fuzzy-based soft computing systems have
been developed for different applied fields of data mining; but only a few systems
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employ soft computing techniques to partially characterize video activity patterns [4, 7]; In this paper we present a fully unsupervised system exploiting the
use of fuzzy relations for the discovery of activities from video. First we model
spatial and temporal properties from detected mobile objects employing fuzzy
relations. We employ typical soft-computing algebra to aggregate these relations.
A clustering algorithm based on the transitive closure calculation of the fuzzy
relations allows finding spatio-temporal patterns of activity with different granularities. We have applied the proposed technique to different video sequences
of apron monitoring in the Toulouse airport in France.
The reminder of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we give a short
overview of the related work. We give a general overview of the system architecture and present our global approach in section 3 . The object detection and
tracking process is given in section 4, then the data preprocessing steps previous
to activity extraction are explained (section 5). We give the activity clustering methodology in section 6. Section 7 gives the main results and evaluation.
Finally, Section 8 draws the main conclusions and describes our future work.

2

Related Work

Extraction of the activity contained in the video by applying data-mining techniques represents a field that has only started to be addressed. Although the
general problem of unsupervised learning has been broadly studied in the last
couple of decades, there are only a few systems which apply them in the domain
of behaviour analysis. A few systems employ soft computing techniques to characterize video activity patterns [4, 7] but the methodology to self-discover new
activities is still missing. Because of the complexity to tune parameters or to
acquire knowledge, most systems limit themselves to object recognition [3]. For
behaviour recognition, three main categories of learning techniques have been
investigated.
• The first class of techniques learns the parameters of a video understanding
program. These techniques have been widely used in case of event recognition
methods based on neural networks [6], Bayesian classifiers and HMMs [9, 14].
• The second class consists in using unsupervised learning techniques to deduce
abnormalities from the occurring events [15].
• The third class of methods focuses on learning behaviour based on trajectory
analysis. This class is the most popular learning approach due to its effectiveness
in detecting normal/abnormal behaviours; for instance, on abnormal trajectory
detection on roads [10, 13] or pedestrian trajectory characterisation [1]. Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) have also been employed to detect different states of predefined normal behaviour [2, 11]. All these techniques are interesting, but little
has been said about the semantic interpretability of the results. Indeed, more
than trajectory characterisation, we are interested in extracting meaningful activity, where different trajectory types may be involved. This work comes thus
into the frame of behaviour extraction from trajectory analysis however we have
in addition a higher semantic level that employs spatial and temporal prox-
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imity relations between detected mobiles to characterise the ongoing different
activities of the scene. In a similar framework, Dubba et al [5] have researched
into transforming tracking data into a relational form where the relations are
spatio-temporal relations among objects. This is the most comparable work to
us, not only because they also look to identify activities as groups with coherent spatio-temporal information, but because they have worked on the same
dataset. However, Dubba et al. employ a supervised approach (based on Inductive Logic Programming) and thus requires large quantities of annotated data.
Our proposed approach is on the contrary completely unsupervised.

3

General overview of the system

Our proposed system is mainly composed of two different processing components. The first one is for the detection and tracking of objects. The second
subsystem works off-line and achieves the extraction of activity patterns from
the video. This subsystem is composed of two modules: The trajectory speed
analysis module, and the activity analysis module. The first is aimed at segmenting the trajectory into tracklets of fairly similar speed. The latter is aimed
at extracting complex patterns of activity, which include spatial information
(coming from the trajectory analysis) and temporal information related to the
interactions of mobiles observed in the scene.
Streams of video are acquired at a speed of 10 frames per second. The on-line
(real time) analysis subsystem takes its input directly from the data acquisition
component; the video is stored in the DB parallel to the real time processing.

4

Real-time processing object detection and tracking

The detection and tracking is performed using multiple cameras with an overlapping field of view, and consists of three stages: Detection in the image plane,
tracking in the image plane, fusion and tracking in 3D.
4.1

Detection

Detection is performed by combining change detection and motion detection.
The first detector is the Adaptive Gaussian Mixture Model of Zivkovic [18].
This method builds on the standard Gaussian Mixture Model approach but
permits an adaptive number of components per pixel. This generally produces
good object silhouettes and runs very fast.
To complement the change detector, a motion detector is employed. In this
method, the three most recent frames {I(t), I(t − 1), I(t − 2)} are used to determine the motion in the most recent frame I(t). A set of corner features is
detected in frame I(t + 1) using the method in [12]. These features are then
tracked forwards to frame I(t) and backwards to frame I(t + 2) using the sparse
optical flow method in [8]. This results in two direction vectors for each feature,
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[d0→1 , d1→2 ]. Features are clustered based on their motion with a constraint on
the maximum distance between any two features. A triangulation of each cluster
of features is performed such that the cluster can be rendered to a binary motion
mask. The two binary motion masks, from the change detector and the motion
detector, are combined through a simple logical AND.
4.2

Image Plane Tracking

Tracking in the image plane is performed using two simple templates and a
KLT feature tracker. When the detector returns a detection, it can either be
associated to an existing tracked target, or to a new target. When a new target
is created, two small images are created. One is a greyscale image of the size
of the detection bounding box, while the other is an RGB image of the same
size. The greyscale image is the detection mask template Dt , and is initialised
from the binary motion mask of the current image Mt , while the RGB image is
the appearance template At and is initialised from the RGB pixel values of the
current image It . Thus, on initialisation, if the top left corner of the detection
bounding box is at image coordinates x, y:

0 if Mt (x + u, y + v) = 0
Dt (u, v) =
(1)
255 otherwise
At (u, v) = It (x + u, y + v)

(2)

When a detection is associated to a new target, the detection and appearance
templates are updated as a running average. Should the detection indicate a
change in the width or height of the bounding box, the template images can be
easily expanded or cropped as required.
Each tracked target maintains a set of KLT features that are tracked between
frames. The overall plane tracking method is generally good enough to reliably
maintain a track on large objects such as vehicles, which often stop for extended
periods in the scene. It is not intended to track objects through occlusions, but
rather to detect the presence of objects, and maintain the presence of static
objects.
4.3

Multi-camera Fusion and 3D Tracking

The final stage of tracking is performed in the 3D coordinate system of the scene
(though tracking remains 2D on the ground plane). Camera calibration is used to
project the bounding boxes of per-camera tracking targets to each other camera
view as four epipolar lines from the four corners of the bounding box. This
provides a mechanism for rating the extent to which tracking targets are related
between views, by determining the extent to which a bounding box fits between
the extremal epipolar lines of a bounding box from another view. Agglomerative
clustering is used to determine possible solutions for the correct fusion of targets,
and an optimisation process then determines the optimal clustering for a single
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frame of video. Optimal solutions are retained over a temporal window, and an
overall optimal association of per-camera targets to fused targets is determined,
and fused tracking targets updated for every new frame.

5

Data preprocessing

In order to discover meaningful activity clusters, it is of prime importance to
have available detailed information allowing to detect the different possible interactions between mobiles. As our system is based on trajectory analysis, the
first step to prepare the data for the activity clustering methodology is to extract
tracklets of fairly constant speed allowing to characterise the displacements of
the mobile or its stationary state.
If the dataset is made up of N objects, the trajectory trj for object Oj in this
dataset is defined as the set of points [xj (t), yj (t)] corresponding to their position
points; x and y are time series vectors whose length is not equal for all objects
as the time they spend in the scene is variable. The instantaneous speed for that
1

2
2 2
. The objective is
mobile at point [xj (t), yj (t)] is then v (t) = ẋ (t) + ẏ (t)
then to detect those points of changing speed allowing to segment the trajectory
into tracklets of fairly constant speed so that the trajectory can be summarised
as a series of displacements at constant speed or in stationary state.
The mobile object time series speed vector is analysed in the frame of a multiresolution analysis of a time series function v (k) with a smoothing function,
ρ2s (k) = ρ (2s k), to be dilated at different scales s. In this frame, the approximation A of v (k) by ρ is such that A2s−1 v is a broader approximation of A2s v.
By analyzing the time series v at coarse resolutions, it is possible to smooth out
small details and select those points associated with important changes.
The speed change points are then employed to segment the original trajectory
trj into a series of i tracklets tk. Each tracklet is defined by two key points, these
are the beginning and the end of the tracklet, [xij (1), yji (1)] and [xij (end), yji (end)]
as they define where the object is coming from and where it is going to and also
with approximative constant speed. We build a feature vector from these two
points. By globally reindexing all tracklets, let m be the number of total tracklets
extracted, we obtain the following tracklet feature vector :
tkm = [xm (1), ym (1), xm (end), ym (end)]
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(3)

Activity clustering methodology

We understand activity as the interactions occurring between mobile objects
themselves and those between mobiles and the environment. We propose in this
work to model those interactions employing Soft computing techniques. The
motivation is that they provide uncertain information processing capability; set
a framework to work with symbolic/linguistic terms and thus allows producing
natural language-like interpretable results.
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6.1

Preliminary definitions

A fuzzy set is a set of ordered pairs such as A = {(x, µA (x)) | xǫX} and the
belonging of x to A is given by µA . Any relation between two sets X and Y is
known as a binary relation R:
R = {((x, y) , µR (x, y)) | (x, y) ǫX × Y }
and the strength of the relation is given by µR (x, y). Let’s consider now two
different binary relations, R1 and R2, linking three different fuzzy sets X, Y,
and Z : R1 = x is relevant to y; R2 = y is relevant to z.
It is then possible to find to which measure x is relevant to z (noted R=R1oR2 )
by employing the extension principle:
µR=R1◦R2 (x, z) = max min [µR1 (x, y) , µR2 (y, z)]
y

It is interesting to verify whether the resulting relation is symmetric, R (x, y) =
R (y, x) , reflexive R (x, x) = 1, which make of R a compatibility relation and
occurs in most cases when establishing a relationship between binary sets. Because R was calculated employing the extension principle, R is also a transitive relation. R (x, y) is a transitive relation if ∃ z ∈ X, z ∈ Y /R (x, y) >
max min [R (x, z) , R (z, y)]. R can be made furthermore closure transitive folz
lowing the next steps
Step1. R′ = R ∪ (R ◦ R)
Step2. If R′ 6= R, makeR = R′ and go to step1
Step3. R = R′ Stop. R is the transitive closure where
R ◦ R (x, y) = max min (R (x, z) , R (z, y))
z

(4)

R is now a transitive similarity relation with R indicating the strength of the
similarity. If we define a discrimination level α in the closed interval [0,1], an
α − cut can be defined such that
Rα (x, y) = 1 ⇔ R (x, y) > α; R = ∪ αRα
α

(5)

It is thus implicit that α1 > α2 ⇔ Rα1 ⊂ Rα2 ; thus, the Rα form a nested
sequence of equivalence relations, or from the classification point of view, Rα
induces a partition π α of X × Y (or X 2 ) such that α1 > α2 implies π α1 is a
partition refinement of π α2 .
6.2

Clustering of video data

We now set out to establish the appropriate relations between detected mobiles
in the video reflecting spatio-temporal similarities in order to obtain activity
patterns. With this aim, we define the following relations:
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R1ij : mobile object O(i) meets mobile object O(j). In this case the action
‘meets’ must be understood spatially and thus gives a degree of spatial closeness
between the two mobiles.
R1ij = min (ktki (1), tkj (1)k , ktki (1), tkj (2)k) ,
(ktki (2), tkj (1)k , ktki (2), tkj (2)k)

(6)

R2ij : mobile object O(i) starts equal to mobile object O(j). Here we are
attempting to relate mobile objects that share temporal closeness.
R2ij = 1 − abs(start time(i) − start time(j))

(7)

R3ij : mobile object O(i) starts after mobile object O(j). Here we are attempting to relate mobile objects that appear in a sequential manner.
R3ij = 1 − abs(start time(i) − end time(j))

(8)

Obtaining the patterns of activity is achieved by aggregating the above
spatio-temporal relations with a typical T-norm operator.
R = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 aggregates temporal similarity relations between mobiles.
We calculate the transitive closure of this new relation. Analogically to section
6.1 an α − cut can be defined such that Rα (x, y) = 1 ⇔ R (x, y) > α and
Rα induces a new partition π α = {C1α , ..., Ciα , ..., Cnαα }; each Ciα represents a
discovered spatio-temporal activity pattern.
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Results and Evaluation

The algorithm can be applied to any given period monitoring the servicing of
an aircraft in the airport docking area. In order to evaluate whether the activity
extraction algorithm works properly and to asses the correctness of the results,
we took five video datasets (each lasting about 1 hour) with available Groundtruth annotation and containing the start and end time for the most relevant
activity events of the sequence.
The procedure to find the activity clusters is applied as given in section
6.2. In this work, the final relation R, which verifies the transitive closure, is
thresholded for different α − cut values going from 0.05 to 0.95 and with a
step value of 0.10. Low α − cut values produce only a few number of clusters
of broad resolution as most of the activity is merged spatially and temporally.
α − cut values near to one produce activity clusters of higher resolution with
more precisely defined activities. At each resolution it is possible to calculate the
temporal overlap between the extracted activity clusters and the ground-truth
clusters. The quantitative result of this comparison is given in table 1. For each
video sequence and for each ground-truth event only the best overlap across all
α − cut values is reported. Remark that specific activities involving one mobile
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Fig. 1. Example of an activity cluster obtained. The figure presents the tracklets of the
mobiles participating in the Frontal Loading activity. Red points indicate the beginning
of a tracklet. Blue points indicate the end of a tracklet.

require precise definition obtained with activity clusters of higher resolution
while loading operations involving the interaction of several mobiles are defined
with mid-resolution activity clusters (α−cut values of 0.75 or 0.85). For instance,
figure 1 presents a frontal loading activity cluster obtained for an α − cut value
of 0.75. In general, all events are recognized correctly in all video sequences.
When the percentage of overlap decreases or even goes to zero, it is mainly due
to low-level object occlusion problems, which do not allow extracting all mobile
trajectories and disturbs then the analysis of all possible mobile interactions.
Table 1. Percentage of overlap between discovered activities and the reference events
contained in the ground-truth. The symbol * indicates that for all video sequences, the
ground-truth event matches a discovered activity obtained for an alpha value of 0.95.
NA indicates ’does not apply’ (does not appear in the video sequence).
video sequence
1
2
3
4

Reference event
GPU vehicle arrival*
Handler deposits chocks*
Aircraft arrival*
Jet Bridge positionning
Frontal loading operation
Frontal loading operation
Frontal loading operation
Frontal loading operation
Rear loading operation 1
Rear loading operation 2
Rear loading operation 3
Push-back positioning*
Aircraft departure*

1
2
3
4

96%
57%
90%
56%
NA
NA
NA
NA
43%
53%
93%
0%
89%

0%
81%
91%
42%
NA
NA
NA
NA
52%
41%
NA
69%
94%

68%
65%
71%
70%
NA
NA
NA
NA
43%
38%
NA
0%
63%

90%
60%
81%
58%
25%
94%
67%
73%
82%
NA
NA
89%
81%

5
91%
67%
66%
70%
32%
NA
NA
NA
50%
63%
25%
96%
75%

Our results can partially be compared to those obtained with a supervised approach to learn apron activity models with Inductive Logic Programming (Dubba
et al. [5]). As previously indicated, Dubba et al. have worked on the same apron
monitoring video dataset from the Toulouse airport in France. Dubba et al. have
concentrated on supervised learning of four apron activities: Aircraft arrival;
Aircraft departure; Rear Loading/unloading; Jet Bridge Positionning. Dubba
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et al. obtained a global True Positive Rate (TPR) of 74%. In our work (from
Table 1), we have 80% global True Positive Rate for the recognition of eight
apron activities: Aircraft arrival; Aircraft departure; Rear Loading/unloading;
Jet Bridge Positionning; Frontal Loading/Unloading; GPU vehicle arrival; Handler deposits chocks; Push-back positioning. Dubba et al. approach works as a
hit or miss recognition system and in their paper there is no information on what
is the temporal overlap between the recognised activities and the ground-truth
activities. In our case such temporal overlap has a global value of 73%. The
event-by-event comparison between the two approaches is detailed in table 2.
Table 2. Results comparison between our results and those presented in Dubba et al.
at ECAI 2010 [5].
Reference Event
Rear Loading / Unloading
Aircraft arrival
Aircraft departure
Jet Bridge positionning
Frontal Loading / Unloading
GPU vehicle arrival
Handler deposits chocks
Push-back positioning
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Dubba et al.
TPR

TPR

80 %
100 %
57 %
57 %
-----

100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
80 %
100 %
60 %

Our Approach
Mean temporal
overlap with GT
53
80
80
59
58
86
66
85

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Conclusions

We have presented in this paper, a novel approach to extract activity patterns
from video. The technique is unsupervised and is based on the use of fuzzy
relations to model Spatial and temporal properties from detected mobile objects. Fuzzy relations are aggregated employing typical soft-computing algebra.
A clustering algorithm based on the transitive closure calculation of the fuzzy
relations allows finding spatio-temporal patterns of activity. Our current results
are encouraging as the final patterns of activity are given with coherent spatial and temporal information, which is understandable for the end-user. When
comparing our results with explicit ground-truth given by a domain expert, we
were able to identify the events in general with a temporal overlap of at least,
or near, 50%. Events with small temporal overlap in some video sequences is because of low-level detection problems. The comparison with a supervised method
on the same data indicates that our approach is able to extract the interesting
activities signalled in the ground-truth with a higher True Positive Rate. More
importantly, our approach is completely unsupervised. In our future work we will
try to work on improving our technique to determine the meaningfulness (or abnormality) of single activity patterns. We also plan to work on the semantical
description of the activity clusters.
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